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Introduction
Grammar Gumballs™ 2 Add-On Lessons and Activities Book teaches and reinforces nine
additional basic grammar skills for students grades PreK–3. Use this book with the original Grammar
Gumballs™ game and cards. It targets many of the grammatical structures that students with learning
disabilities or specific language impairments use incorrectly.
Grammar Gumballs™ 2 Add-On Lessons and Activities Book targets:
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To play, use the original cards from Grammar Gumballs™. Match the colors above to the colors on
the decks (e.g., to target prepositions, use the orange set of cards.)

Grammar Gumballs™ 2 Add-On Lessons and Activities Book is ideal for students in Title 1 and
Head Start programs as well as students with autism, Down syndrome, and pervasive developmental
disorders. The add-on book includes 900 stimulus items and the same five levels of difficulty found
in the original game, beginning with a simple listening/imitation task and gradually progressing to
spontaneous production. This supports the natural acquisition of grammatical structures. To reinforce
these skills, there are also 18 reproducible handouts. Print all pages from the CD-ROM!
The lessons and activities book includes five levels of difficulty for each card.
Listen (Level 1): Students listen to and imitate (optional) correct grammatical forms.
Identify (Level 2): Students identify correct grammatical forms by pointing to pictures.
Express (Level 3): Students complete a sentence or answer a question using the correct grammatical form.
Correct (Level 4): Students listen to a sentence with a grammatical error and correct the sentence.
Describe (Level 5): Students formulate sentence(s) to describe the pictures using correct grammar.

Sample Prompts—Do/Does
Teacher - Red

1

Student - Blue

Listen:

Point to the children and say, “The children do buy lunch.”
Point to the girl and say, “Victoria does eat a hot dog.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The children do buy lunch.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘Victoria does eat a hot dog.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the children and say, “The children ______.” Student says,
“Does eat a hot dog.”
Point to the girl and say, “Victoria ______.” Student says, “Does eat a hot dog.”

Correct:

Say, “The children does buy lunch.” Student says, “The children do buy lunch.”
Say, “Victoria do eat a hot dog.” Student says, “Victoria does eat a hot dog.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.
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Directions
Introduction: Grammar Gumballs™ 2 Add-On Lessons and Activities Book teaches nine additional
essential grammatical skills and includes 18 reproducible homework sheets and a CD-ROM for printing
homework pages.
To play, use the original cards from Grammar Gumballs™. Match the colors at the top of each page to the color
of the decks (e.g., to target prepositions, use the orange set of cards).

Grades: PreK–3
Object of the Game: To be the player with the most Gumball Tokens at the end of the game.
Getting Ready to Play:
2. Separate all of the Grammar Gumballs™ cards into the nine grammatical areas.
3. Place the game board on the table or on the floor.
4. Fill the Gumball Machine on the game board with Gumball Tokens.
5. Choose the card set(s) that the student(s) will use to play the game. For example, all students may work on
Prepositions, or each student may work on a different area.
6. Turn to the appropriate section(s) of the Add-On Lessons and Activities Book.

How to Play:
1. Decide who goes first.
2. Shuffle the cards and place them facedown on the table.
3. The student chooses a card from the top of the pile.
4. The teacher finds the matching card lesson in the Add-On Lessons and Activities Book and chooses an
appropriate difficulty level for the student(s). See page (iii) of the Add-On Lessons and Activities Book for an
example of difficulty levels.
5. As the student looks at the illustrated card, the teacher reads the “Listen” statement from the Add-On
Lessons and Activities Book. The teacher can then read either all of the prompts (in red) for the card or
one item at a difficulty level appropriate for the child. Correct student responses are indicated in blue.
6. For correct responses, students spin the spinner and take that number of Gumball Tokens from the game board.
7. Play continues in turn. The game ends when the students remove all the Gumball Tokens from the game
board or when time expires. Student with the most Gumball Tokens wins.

Game Variations:
Fill the Machine - Give each student 20 Gumball Tokens. As students respond to each prompt, they spin
the spinner and place that number of tokens back in the gumball machine on the game board.
Cards, Cards, Cards - Use the Grammar Gumballs™ cards without the game board to reinforce grammar skills
and to elicit spontaneous speech.

iv
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Do/Does (Use the light blue cards—Present Progressive Verbs)
Teacher - Red

1

2

3

4

Student - Blue

Listen:

Point to the children and say, “The children do buy lunch.”
Point to the girl and say, “Victoria does eat a hotdog.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The children do buy lunch.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘Victoria does eat a hotdog.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the children and say, “The children ____.” Student says, “Do buy lunch.”
Point to the girl and say, “Victoria ____.” Student says, “Does eat.”

Correct:

Say, “The children does buy lunch.” Student says, “The children do buy lunch.”
Say, “Victoria do eat a hotdog.” Student says, “Victoria does eat a hotdog.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the children and say, “The children do have a party.”
Point to the girl and say, “Lea does blow bubbles.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The children do have a party.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘Lea does blow bubbles.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the children and say, “The children ____.” Student says, “Do have a party.”
Point to the girl and say, “Lea ____.” Student says, “Does blow bubbles.”

Correct:

Say, “The children does have a party.” Student says, “The children do have a party.”
Say, “Lea do blow bubbles.” Student says, “Lea does blow bubbles.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the boy and say, “Kyle does pick apples.”
Point to the trees and say, “The trees do have apples.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘Kyle does pick apples.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The trees do have apples.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the boy and say, “Kyle ____.” Student says, “Does pick apples.”
Point to the trees and say, “The trees ____.” Student says, “Do have apples.”

Correct:

Say, “Kyle do pick apples.” Student says, “Kyle does pick apples.”
Say, “The trees does have apples.” Student says, “The trees do have apples.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the boy and say, “Luke does tie his shoe.”
Point to the kids and say, “The kids do get dressed.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘Luke does tie his shoe.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The kids do get dressed.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the boy and say, “Luke ____.” Student says, “Does tie his shoe.”
Point to the kids and say, “The kids ____.” Student says, “Do get dressed.”

Correct:

Say, “Luke do tie his shoe.” Student says, “Luke does tie his shoe.”
Say, “The kids does get dressed.” Student says, “The kids do get dressed.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.
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Do/Does
Teacher - Red

5

6

7

8

2

Student - Blue

Listen:

Point to the boy and say, “Ron does play the guitar.”
Point to the campers and say, “The campers do have a fire.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘Ron does play the guitar.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The campers do have a fire.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the boy and say, “Ron ____.” Student says, “Does play the guitar.”
Point to the campers and say, “The campers ____.” Student says, “Do have a fire.”

Correct:

Say, “Ron do play the guitar.” Student says, “Ron does play the guitar.”
Say, “The campers does have a fire.” Student says, “The campers do have a fire.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the boy and say, “Chris does tricks on his skateboard.”
Point to the children and say, “The children do exercise.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘Chris does tricks on his skateboard.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The children do exercise.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the boy and say, “Chris ____.” Student says, “Does tricks on his skateboard.”
Point to the children and say, “The children ____.” Student says, “Do exercise.”

Correct:

Say, “Chris do tricks on his skateboard.” Student says, “Chris does tricks on his skateboard.”
Say, “The children does exercise.” Student says, “The children do exercise.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the man and say, “The man does drive fast.”
Point to the fish and say, “The fish does swim.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The man does drive fast.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The fish does swim.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the man and say, “The man ____.” Student says, “Does drive fast.”
Point to the fish and say, “The fish ____.” Student says, “Does swim.”

Correct:

Say, “The man do drive fast.” Student says, “The man does drive fast.”
Say, “The fish do swim.” Student says, “The fish does swim.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the dogs and say, “The dogs do get a bath.”
Point to the boy and say, “The boy does get wet.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The dogs do get a bath.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The boy does get wet.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the dog and say, “The dogs ____.” Student says, “Do get a bath.”
Point to the boy and say, “The boy ____.” Student says, “Does get wet.”

Correct:

Say, “The dogs does get a bath.” Student says, “The dogs do get a bath.”
Say, “The boy do get wet.” Student says, “The boy does get wet.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.
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Do/Does
Teacher - Red

9

10

11

12

Student - Blue

Listen:

Point to the boy and say, “He does like to dive.”
Point to the children and say, “They do enjoy the pool.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘He does like to dive.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘They do enjoy the pool.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the boy and say, “He ____.” Student says, “Does like to dive.”
Point to the children and say, “They ____.” Student says, “Do enjoy the pool.”

Correct:

Say, “He do like to dive.” Student says, “He does like to dive.”
Say, “They does enjoy the pool.” Student says, “They do enjoy the pool.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the mouse and say, “The mouse does eat the cheese.”
Point to the animals and say, “The animals do not play.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The mouse does eat the cheese.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The animals do not play.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the mouse and say, “The mouse ____.” Student says, “Does eat the cheese.”
Point to the animals and say, “The animals ____.” Student says, “Do not play.”

Correct:

Say, “The mouse do eat the cheese.” Student says, “The mouse does eat the cheese.”
Say, “The animals does not play.” Student says, “The animals do not play.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the girl and say, “Kelly does type on the computer.”
Point to the kids and say, “The kids do work.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘Kelly does type on the computer.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The kids do work.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the girl and say, “Kelly ____.” Student says, “Does type on the computer.”
Point to the kids and say, “The kids ____.” Student says, “Do work.”

Correct:

Say, “Kelly do type on the computer.” Student says, “Kelly does type on the computer.”
Say, “The kids does work.” Student says, “The kids do work.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the boys and say, “The boys do build a tree house.”
Point to the girl and say, “The girl does cut the wood.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The boys do build a tree house.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The girl does cut the wood.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the boys and say, “The boys ____.” Student says, “Do build a tree house.”
Point to the girl and say, “The girl ____.” Student says, “Does cut the wood.”

Correct:

Say, “The boys does build a tree house.” Student says, “The boys do build a tree house.”
Say, “The girl do cut the wood.” Student says, “The girl does cut the wood.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.
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QUIET
PLEASE!

3

Do/Does
Teacher - Red

13

14

15

16

4

Student - Blue

Listen:

Point to the boy and say, “The boy does kick the ball.”
Point to the children and say, “The children do play soccer.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The boy does kick the ball.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The children do play soccer.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the boy and say, “The boy ____.” Student says, “Does kick the ball.”
Point to the children and say, “The children ____.” Student says, “Do play soccer.”

Correct:

Say, “The boy do kick the ball.” Student says, “The boy does kick the ball.”
Say, “The children does play soccer.” Student says, “The children do play soccer.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the dog and say, “The dog does catch the Frisbee.”
Point to the boy and the dog and say, “They do play in the yard.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The dog does catch the Frisbee.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘They do play in the yard.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the dog and say, “The dog ____.” Student says, “Does catch the Frisbee.”
Point to the boy and the dog and say, “They ____.” Student says, “Do play in the yard.”

Correct:

Say, “The dog do catch the Frisbee.” Student says, “The dog does catch the Frisbee.”
Say, “They does play in the yard.” Student says, “They do play in the yard.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the flowers and say, “The flowers do smell pretty.”
Point to the girl and say, “Nikki does smell the flowers.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The flowers do smell pretty.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘Nikki does smell the flowers.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the flowers and say, “The flowers ____.” Student says, “Do smell pretty.”
Point to the girl and say, “Nikki ____.” Student says, “Does smell the flowers.”

Correct:

Say, “The flowers does smell pretty.” Student says, “The flowers do smell pretty.”
Say, “Nikki do smell the flowers.” Student says, “Nikki does smell the flowers.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the boy and say, “Tom does sit on the stump.”
Point to the animals and say, “The animals do run.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘Tom does sit on the stump.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The animals do run.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the boy and say, “Tom ____.” Student says, “Does sit on the stump.”
Point to the animals and say, “The animals ____.” Student says, “Do run.”

Correct:

Say, “Tom do sit on the stump.” Student says, “Tom does sit on the stump.”
Say, “The animals does run.” Student says, “The animals do run.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.
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Do/Does
Teacher - Red

17

18

19

20

Student - Blue

Listen:

Point to the elephant and say, “The elephant does a trick.”
Point to the children and say, “The children do laugh at the circus.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The elephant does a trick.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The children do laugh at the circus.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the elephant and say, “The elephant ____.” Student says, “Does a trick.”
Point to the children and say, “The children ____.” Student says, “Do laugh at the circus.”

Correct:

Say, “The elephant do a trick.” Student says, “The elephant does a trick.”
Say, “The children does laugh at the circus.” Student says, “The children do laugh at the circus.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the turtle and say, “The turtle does hide in his shell.”
Point to the insects and say, “The insects do play outside.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The turtle does hide in his shell.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The insects do play outside.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the turtle and say, “The turtle ____.” Student says, “Does hide in his shell.”
Point to the insects and say, “The insects ____.” Student says, “Do play outside.”

Correct:

Say, “The turtle do hide in his shell.” Student says, “The turtle does hide in his shell.”
Say, “The insects does play outside.” Student says, “The insects do play outside.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the people and say, “The people do get haircuts.”
Point to the boy and say, “The boy does brush his hair.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The people do get haircuts.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The boy does brush his hair.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the people and say, “The people ____.” Student says, “Do get haircuts.”
Point to the boy and say, “The boy ____.” Student says, “Does brush his hair.”

Correct:

Say, “The people does get haircuts.” Student says, “The people do get haircuts.”
Say, “The boy do brush his hair.” Student says, “The boy does brush his hair.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.

Listen:

Point to the zebra and say, “The zebra does dance.”
Point to the animals and say, “The animals do clap.”

Identify:

Say, “Point to ‘The zebra does dance.’” Student points.
Say, “Point to ‘The animals do clap.’” Student points.

Express:

Point to the zebra and say, “The zebra ____.” Student says, “Does a dance.”
Point to the animals and say, “The animals ____.” Student says, “Do clap.”

Correct:

Say, “The zebra do dance.” Student says, “The zebra does dance.”
Say, “The animals does clap.” Student says, “The animals do clap.”

Describe:

Say, “Tell me about this picture.” Student talks about the picture.
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